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Textbook Pricing Overview
Textbooks comprise a large and variable amount of student expense. According to the National

Association of College Stores, the trade organization that advocates for college book stores, the average

cost of a textbook in 2013 was $79.1 The College Board suggests that full-time undergraduates should

budget between $1,225 and $1,328 for “Books and Supplies” in 2014-2015.2 Student PIRGS, an advocacy

organization that campaigns for textbook affordability amongst other things, states that this cost can

make up “as much as 40% of tuition at a two-year community college and 13% at a four-year public

institution.” 3 Textbook prices have also outpaced other high-growth sectors. According to data

collected by Mark J. Perry from the Consumer Price Index category “Educational Books and Supplies”

textbook prices have risen by 812% since 1978. 4 Students at the University of Michigan-Flint have

complained about the cost of textbooks at student forums, to library staff, and in the student newspaper

(“Students losing limbs for textbook prices,” Michigan Times, November 24, 2002. “Students discuss high

cost of textbooks,” Michigan Times, November 22, 2008. “Tired of high textbook prices?,” Michigan

Times, September 8, 2009.).

Table 1. Rise in textbook pricing since 1978

Source: Mark Perry5

5 Mark J. Perry, “The new era of the $400 college textbook, which is part of the unsustainable higher education
bubble,” AEIdeas, July 26, 2015,

4 Mark J. Perry, “The college textbook bubble and how the “open educational resources” movement is going up
against the textbook cartel,” AEIdeas, December 24, 2012,
http://www.aei.org/publication/the-college-textbook-bubble-and-how-the-open-educational-resources-movement
-is-going-up-against-the-textbook-cartel/.

3 Ethan Senack, Open Textbooks: The Billion-Dollar Solution (Washington: The Student PIRGs, 2015), 5.

2 “Average Estimated Undergraduate Budgets, 2014-2015,” College Board, accessed May 28, 2015,
http://trends.collegeboard.org/college-pricing/figures-tables/average-estimated-undergraduate-budgets-2014-15.

1 “Higher Education Retail Market Facts & Figures,” National Association of College Stores, Inc., accessed May 28,
2015, http://www.nacs.org/research/industrystatistics/higheredfactsfigures.aspx.
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Textbooks at the University of Michigan-Flint
For the Winter 2015 semester there were 858 different titles available to students totaling

$81,785.62. The average price of these textbooks was $95.32. The most expensive title, Principles of

Instrumental Analysis for Chemistry 460, costs $400.65 new. The least expensive title, Oedipus Rex for

English 394, costs $2.50 new. Titles with a new price over $99.99 constitute 310 titles totaling

$57,816.05 with an average price of $186.50.

High textbook costs can provide a barrier to student success. If students are unable or unwilling

to purchase course materials they are immediately at a disadvantage and may underperform or drop

classes. In the Fall 2013 semester the University of Michigan-Flint had 3,338 undergraduate Pell Grant

recipients out of 7,143 undergraduates6 or 47% of the undergraduate student body. This would indicate

that just under half of undergraduates come from low-income families or have demonstrated financial

need. The university does make two scholarships available to students for the purchase of textbooks,

however, one is limited to Political Science majors7:

The Barnes & Noble Book Scholarship: “This award is for (1) UM-Flint Nursing Program students

enrolled in the four-year degree program at the University of Michigan- Flint, (2) for students

participating in Invest in Your Success, and (3) for those students experiencing financial

challenges in funding textbook purchases. Financial need is a consideration in making the

awards.”

Keller, David R. Book Fund: “This fund was established to assist students in purchasing textbooks

for their education at University of Michigan-Flint. Applicants must be full-time undergraduate

students majoring in Political Science.”

Scholarships have the limitation that they are dependent on student awareness, qualification,

application, and award. The Thompson Library can help ease student burden through a number of

strategies: by providing textbooks on course reserve, by increasing the awareness of and facilitating

access to licensed ebook content, and by increasing the awareness of and facilitating access to Open

Education Resources.

7 “UM-Flint Scholarship Summaries,” University of Michigan-Flint Financial Aid Home, accessed June 3, 2015,
http://www.umflint.edu/finaid/um-flint-scholarship-summaries.

6 “State of Michigan Public Act 201 of 2012-Section 245,” University of Michigan-Flint Institutional Analysis,
accessed June 3,2015, http://www.umflint.edu/analysis/state-michigan-public-act-201-2012-section-245#pell.

https://www.aei.org/publication/the-new-era-of-the-400-college-textbook-which-is-part-of-the-unsustainable-high
er-education-bubble/.
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The top 25 most expensive department’s books (with more than 1 title) by average price are:

Table 2. Most expensive departmental textbooks by average price

Source: University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore Winter 2015 title list8

8 “Textbook Pricing – Winter 2015,” University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore, MS Excel File.
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The 25 most expensive books are:

Table 3. Twenty-five most expensive titles (U of Michigan-Flint, Winter 2015)

Source: University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore Winter 2015 title list9

9 Ibid.
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The following lists the total cost for textbooks over $99.99 (new price) by department:

Table 4. Total cost for textbooks over $99.99 (new price) by department ($57,816.05 total price)

Source: University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore Winter 2015 title list10

10 Ibid.
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Textbook Affordability Strategies
Textbooks on Course Reserve

Course reserves are materials selected by faculty that are made available to students for

short-term loan usually within the library building. Often these are textbooks or supplemental materials

such as articles or secondary texts. Some instructors place personal or desk copies of textbooks on

course reserve. Other professors request that texts are ordered by the library and placed on reserve.

Textbooks are traditionally not collected by academic libraries due to the frequency of edition changes

and questions regarding their appropriateness for academic collections.11 The Thompson Library’s

collection development policy currently does not deviate from this: the library “will not attempt to

maintain a textbook collection; it is the responsibility of students to acquire their own textbooks”.12

However, the library does order textbooks if instructors or departments request them. We then place

these titles on course reserve.

Some academic libraries have conducted projects to make textbooks available on course reserve

in a systematic manner. In 2009 North Carolina State University made 2,000 textbooks available on

course reserve using $250,000 from the library’s budget13. They did not purchase every text but used

student suggestions in selection. In 2005 the University of Illinois Undergraduate Library and Illini Union

Bookstore conducted a rental pilot. The library selected textbooks from the bookstore, placed them on

reserve for the needed semester, and returned them to the bookstore when the semester ended14.

Textbooks on reserve have some limitations: checkout times are limited to 2-hour in library use only,

usually only one or two copies are purchased, it can be prohibitively expensive to purchase every

textbook offered for every class, and there is an increased workload on existing staff in the selection and

maintenance of textbooks on course reserve.

Open Educational Resources
Open Education Resources, or OER’s, are “digitized materials offered freely and openly for

educators, students and self-learners to use and reuse for teaching, learning and research.” 15

Per-student textbook cost can be driven down by faculty adoption of OER’s as textbooks. Since these

resources are free for anyone to use the student textbook cost would be zero. Their electronic format

would also allow for integration into Blackboard and other course management software and could be

easily delivered to distance students. The Thompson Library could facilitate the adoption of OER’s by

15 OECD, Giving Knowledge for Free: The Emergence of Open Educational Resources (Paris: Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 2007), 10.

14 Mary S. Laskowski, “The Textbook Problem: Investigating One Possible Solution,” Library Collections, Acquisitions,
& Technical Services 31, no. 3-4 (2007), 163.

13 Molly Murphy, “Textbooks on Reserve: A Case Study,” Journal of Access Services 10, no. 3 (2013): 147,
doi:10.1080/15367967.2013.795429.

12 “Collection Development Policies,” University of Michigan-Flint Thompson Library, accessed June 3, 2015,
http://www.umflint.edu/library/collection-development-policies#accordion-budget-structure-and-collection-respo
nsibilities.

11 Molly Murphy, “Textbooks on Reserve: A Case Study,” Journal of Access Services 10, no. 3 (2013): 146,
doi:10.1080/15367967.2013.795429.
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partnering with the Thompson Center for Learning and Teaching (TCLT) to conduct seminars on their use.

This would raise the awareness of these resources so that faculty can implement them. Librarians could

also work with the Office of Extended Learning (OEL) to help faculty embed the texts in Blackboard. The

library could also create a page on the website that serves as an Open Education Resource directory

similar to Lansing Community College Library’s page http://libguides.lcc.edu/oer.

A notable provider of open source textbooks is OpenStax College from Rice University

https://openstaxcollege.org. They currently offer fifteen introductory textbooks for free online. Bound

print versions are also offered for sale ranging between $29 and $65. The textbooks are peer-reviewed

and have been adopted by faculty at a number of institutions including Michigan State University,

Western Michigan University, and Northern Michigan University16.

There is an increasing body of literature outlining OER’s, their potential cost savings for students,

and their impact on student learning and outcomes. There may be some reluctance on the part of

instructors to adopt if they fear a perceived lack of quality of the resources or the effect of online only

texts on student learning. OER’s that offer print versions of texts, such as OpenStax College, may all help

to eliminate that fear. OER’s are the most cost-effective option since neither the institution nor the

student pays for the content.

Existing ebook licenses
The library subscribes to a number of aggregated textbook packages (Ebrary, Books24x7,

Springer eBooks etc.) as well as purchases individual ebooks. Faculty could adopt ebooks as textbooks

from existing library collections. Instructors could also work with the library in attempting to order their

textbooks as ebooks (however many textbooks are not available for purchase by libraries due to

publisher restrictions).

Librarians could work with instructors (and OEL) in the selection and implementation of ebooks

for their course materials. An example of this in practice is a pilot conducted by the Southern New

Hampshire University. They used “existing library resources to serve as the foundational “textbook” for

an introductory business course.” 17 Instructors “chose to embed e-book content links into the

appropriate course modules in Blackboard using persistent links and EZproxy settings to sustain on- and

off-campus use.” 18 The authors of the project found that the implementation was time-intensive but

noted “no significant difference in grades between the pilot semester and previous iterations of the

course.” 19 Cost-savings were realized by the library in their preexisting subscription to the product used

(Books 24x7). Embedding textbooks in course management software also provides a great opportunity

for librarians to collaborate with instructors in teaching. As the authors note, “it is not so often that

librarians collaborate with faculty to influence course curriculum and delivery.” 20 Again, the Thompson

Library could partner with the Thompson Center for Learning and Teaching to create seminars on

20 Ibid., 8.

19 Ibid., 7.

18 Ibid., 4.

17 Brooke Gilmore Ratto and Andy Lynch, “The Embedded Textbook: Collaborating with Faculty to Employ Library
Subscription E-Books as Core Course Text,” Journal of Electronic Resources Librarianship 24, no. 1 (2012): 1,
doi:10.1080/1941126X.2012.656070.

16 “Adoption List,” OpenStax College, accessed August 4, 2015, https://openstaxcollege.org/pages/adoptions.
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available ebooks and their platforms. These seminars would also describe the logistics behind adopting

ebooks for course use.

The J. Murrey Atkins Library at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte purchases textbooks

for course adoption. They have created a Course Adoption eBooks Database

(http://library.uncc.edu/etextbooks/search) that searches existing eBook collections as well as purchased

titles. Links along with pictures of the books are provided for the available titles of the current semester.

Users can also search available titles for future course adoption or request titles for the library to

purchase if available. The Thompson Library could create a similar resource and host it on the library

web site.

Recommendations
The Thompson Library should examine textbooks on course reserve further by conducting a pilot

beginning in the Fall 2015 semester and running through the end of the Winter 2016 semester. A

program of selecting a limited number of textbooks and placing on course reserve will help to better

understand the logistics behind and usage patterns of texts on reserve. For this pilot the library will

purchase one copy of each textbook priced at over $99.99 for the Computer Science (CSC) and Computer

Information Systems (CIS) departments. Anecdotally, the greatest number of reference questions by

students for textbooks come from students in these disciplines. Both departments also have a large

number of textbooks over $99.99 based on Winter 2015 information (7 for Computer Science and 14 for

Computer Information Systems) with a high average price ($193.59 for Computer Science and $179.89

for Computer Information Systems). It has been my experience that some CSC and CIS students are

graduate international students who are unaware that course materials are not included in tuition when

they arrive.

If the library purchased copies of all the Winter 2015 CSC and CIS texts the cost would have been

$4,506.55 for 31 titles. If the library only purchased copies over $99.99 the cost would have been

$3,873.25 for 21 titles. We (the library) can budget approximately $4,000 for the Fall 2015 pilot based

on these numbers. We will also need to purchase additional titles for the Winter 2016 semester as not

all courses and textbooks will be duplicated. New copies should be purchased as these texts may be

used extensively and we need robust copies that haven’t had prior use. We should also not cut into the

inventory of the campus bookstore’s used items so that the more affordable texts are available for

students. The processing, tracking, and returning of rented textbooks each semester would be more

laborious than following our established print acquisitions procedures. Using our print acquisitions

workflow would simplify processing and invoicing as Ann Arbor would be creating order records, loading

catalog records, and processing invoices. We would see short-term financial expense per text but would

save labor man-hours.

We will need to create a team that will work on our textbook project. Mickey Doyle (the head of

circulation who liaises with the book store), Margaret Reamer (the individual who maintains the course

reserve system), and I can work together on implementing course reserves. I can handle tasks that fall

within the purview of technical services, such as ordering and cataloging, Margaret can maintain the

course reserves records, and Mickey can obtain title lists from the bookstore and serve as a point of

contact between the two departments. An evaluation committee can discuss the pilot and determine
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final recommendations. This committee could consist of library director Bob Houbeck, Computer Science

liaison librarian Kui-Bin Im, director of Auxiliary and Recreational Services Theresa Landis, circulation

department head Mickey Doyle, and myself.

Table 5. Winter 2015 CSC & CIS textbooks over $99.99 (new price)

Source: University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore Winter 2015 title list21

The potential workflow for processing the Fall 2015 CSC & CIS textbooks is as follows.

1. A list of Fall 2015 textbooks is obtained from the bookstore.

2. CIS and CSC titles over $99.99 are identified.

3. These titles are searched within the library catalog to see if we already own them.

4. We order from the campus bookstore (we’ll set them up as a vendor and use our normal

ordering procedures).

5. Ann Arbor’s print acquisitions department creates an order record and loads a catalog record in

Aleph when the orders are finalized.

6. The books are physically checked in when they arrived.

7. They are then cataloged and physically processed.

8. Finally, they are placed in the library course reserve system and made available to students.

The textbooks we order should be cataloged. This speeds up the reserve processing time and allows

the ordering procedure to align with our normal print acquisitions procedures. As titles become

superseded by new editions old editions can move to the Thompson Library’s Main Collection. It has

been my experience that students will check out older editions to use as textbooks. These texts also

make good introductory material for academic subjects UM-Flint offers. It takes 2-5 minutes to copy

catalog a book. It takes a further 5 minutes to place a cataloged library book on course reserve which is

faster than a non-cataloged non-library book.

21 “Textbook Pricing – Winter 2015,” University of Michigan-Flint Bookstore, MS Excel File.
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Many of these textbooks will see heavy use. Business Data Networks & Security (9th edition) on

reserve for CSC 335 in the Winter 2015 semester saw 23 loans. Business Intelligence and Analytics:

Systems for Decision Support (10th edition) had two copies on reserve for CIS 550 for the Winter 2015

semester. One copy was loaned 49 times while the other was loaned 38 times. Developing

Spreadsheet-Based Decision Support Systems: Using Excel and VBA for Excel (2nd Edition) had two copies

on reserve for CIS 550 for the Winter 2015 term. One copy was loaned 76 times and the other was

loaned 63 times. Both copies needed repair during the semester as the text block was separating from

the hinge on both due to heavy use. The repair process took each copy out of circulation for one day

which disrupted student use. One copy is currently in need of repair as a portion of the text is again

separating from the spine. If we only purchase one copy then we can foresee high-demand books seeing

higher circulation which may need to be repaired multiple times during a semester.

A large expenditure of time will come with maintaining title lists between semesters.

Prior to each semester titles lists will need to be obtained from the book store. Lists will need to be

compared between semesters to see what needs to be purchased and placed on reserve. Titles will need

to be pulled and titles will need to be added. Any books in need of repair should be identified and

repaired between semesters so students are not affected by this downtime. We will need to track how

often items need repair and how often items are circulated. These numbers will help influence future

staffing.

Librarians will also begin tracking textbook requests. A new textbook category has been added

to our reference query tracking system LibAnswers. When students ask librarians for textbooks the

librarian should track these requests by always asking which course the book is for. The answer can then

be entered (e.g. PSY100). This data can be collected to help make decisions for textbooks to be

purchased in the future and gauge demand. It’s essential that librarians are methodical in entering this

information into LibAnswers as accurately as possible. Every time a student asks a librarian to check if we

have a text we should always ask which class it is for as we look it up. If we are unable to purchase

textbooks for every title we can make targeted purchases.

The library will be funding the 2015-2016 pilot using its print acquisitions budget. If a textbook

program continues or expands additional funding will need to be secured. Ordering textbooks would

exhaust the library’s acquisitions budget and would not allow for expansion of its research collection and

would hinder collection development cooperation with the Ann Arbor campus. Textbooks could present

an opportunity for the Office of Development & Alumni Relations to reach new donors. Gifts could be

made by donors who would like to purchase a textbook for the library. These gifts could be in smaller

denominations ($50, $100, $250 etc.) to expand the university’s donor base.

A drawback to textbooks on course reserve is that this only serves on-campus students. Our

off-campus and distance learners will see no benefit. We have attempted to purchase electronic

textbooks for departments (nursing, physical therapy) but oftentimes a library copy does not exist for

purchase. Although an ebook may be available these are restricted by digital rights management (DRM)

and are only available for use by the individual that purchases a product key. This is why it is important

to further pursue Open Education Resources and ebooks as class materials.

The library should also work with the Thompson Center for Learning and Teaching in preparing

seminars for teaching faculty on ebooks at course textbooks and OER’s. Both arguably have more

promise in lowering textbook cost for students. The methodical purchase of textbooks could prove to be
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unsustainable for the library and the greater campus. Faculty adoption of OER’s and licensed or

purchased electronic content provides greater flexibility and greater cost savings to all parties involved.

Librarians from the Library Research Instruction team can review the current literature and what other

institutions are doing. Once a level of competency is obtained seminars can be given with coordination

with TCLT. These librarians could support faculty who decide to pursue non-traditional textbooks. It

would be beneficial to begin offering these seminars during the 2015-2016 academic year so that

teaching faculty can make decisions for the following school year.

Once the Winter 2016 semester is over the course reserve pilot can be evaluated. With two

semesters of information a determination to continue, discontinue, or expand the program can be made.

We can also work on expanding OER and ebooks programs to support faculty learning. These options

will allow the library to take a leading edge in helping to ease the financial burden on students and

bolster the success of students who are struggling due to access to textbooks.
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